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. the Systems a:_ Controls Laboratory was ztarted liyiraulic Stepping ?,btor ............. i
in 1904 _o encLJrage graduate researci_ and develop- Spreading cf Seni-Confined Jets '_/
meat on engJaleering systems, witi" empimsis on ira- Thermal Switching of Fluidic Elements ...... /
proving tireunderstai_ling of basic elements and de- Fluid Trar_smission Line D>m.amics ......... 4_/
vices a1_/ bridging the gap between theory and prac- Nonlinear System Evaluation by Observing /
rice. The experimental equipment and facilities of Eigenvalue _btion .............. . 9
this laboratory have been providtq for carrying out Application of Switching Theory to Control /
Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
experimental investigations on devices and systems in-
Performance of Third ?rder Nonlinear Co?trol /volving nmny of the different engineering disciplines• Systems ................. 1
Several graduate assistants are now working on proj- , Size and Direction of Jets Issuing From Two- /
ects and thesis topics of vital interest to engineers Dimensional As)vmnetric Orifices ........ 14//
concerned with the advanced design and development of CharacteristiCSjet#_mplifiers°fPressure................Controlled Fluid _/_///new engineering systems. , Signal Noise in Fluid kmplifiers .........
_hch of the work involves mathematical and corn- List of References ................ 20
puter modeling and analysis as well as tileexperimen- .. D __
tal investigation of breadboard and prototype systems
or devices. A major goal of this work is to accom-
plish a useful synthesis of almlytical and experimen- _"_r_
tal methods in research and development of advanced
engineering systems for effective use by engineers
and scientists working on future aerospace systems.
Fir_xmial support for this program is derived
from the University, The Small Industries Research
Program [Pennsylvania), The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, The United Aircraft Corporation_
The Bendix Corporation, and The Ordnance Research Lab-
oratory• A major slmre of the projects in the Systm
and Controls Laboratory are carried out by graduate
assistants and junior staff members under the super-.,
vision of Dr. J. L. Shearer, Rockwell Professor of
Engineering, Dr. S. A. Steele, Assistant Professor o_t
Electrical F_,gineering, and other memb "s of the "_
graduate faculty.
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G. J. Gaskillp Graduate Assistant in M. E.
The prototype hydraulic stepping motor design,
which R. W. Schiller evolved from computer simulation
(2) (5)*,has been constructed. The resulting device
is shown in Fig. i. At this writing the sinusoidal
driving cams (3) have not been delivered, hut are ex-
pected shortly. The cams are being produced on a
contour following milling machine.
Experimentalinstrumentationhas been installed
to read output shaft angular velocity and position.
When an actuator pressure transducer is added, it
will be possible to compute the experimental drive
force function. Insertion of the experimental force
inZo the digital simulation used in design will per-
miZ a comparison of theory with experiment by simply
comparing velocity vs. displacement plots.
It has been decided to use air as the working
fluid in the initial testing phase, using an "air
spring" device as a driver. The devices to be used
_m
_bers in parentheses denote references at end.
." "f.
,h /'
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: The effect of variation in drive force frequency
, ;." was investigated with an analo£ computer (utilizing a
.. / sinusoidal drive force), if the stepper were to be
"' " "- highly sensitive to variation in t}.t< parameter, re-
"'' , , liable operation might be difficult to achieve, and
_ "de-buggin_," tests might greatly corn-
the initial be
plicated. Some analog results are shown (Fig. 3)
_,- _ whiLh show reasonable response at widely varying fre-
cycles/sec.) performance is erratic. It is l_opea tl_
.*
Fig. 1 Prototype Stepping t*k)tor - " Displacement
both for driving and restoring force are of the type
normally used as air springs for vibration isolation.
The large effective area of the available de-
vice (approximatelyi0 sq. in.) gives a large dis-
placementwhich results in prohibitively high de- Fig. 3 One Cycle Operation at Various Drive-Force
mended flow rates at cycle times near t,hatfor which Frequencies
the motor was designed (1/100 sec./cycle). However,
the pressure needed is very low. If the potential variations in easiv manipulatedparameters (such as
performanceof the device is to be fully realized, drive force amplitude and spring constant) will enable
it will be necessary to evolve a small displacement, the system to be cycled at low frequency during in-
high pressure hydraulic actuator with no leakage. One itial tests.
approach to this problem is the use of a piston-cylin-
der arrangement utilizin_ a rolling diaphragm to re- These studies are supportedby NASA under
duce friction and sealing problems (a Bellowftam).A Grant NGR 39-009-023.
rollingdiaphragm is a fabric membrane (polyester,
glass_ etc. fibers) impregnatedwith a rubber sealant.
The use of the rolling diapkxagm is indicated in
Fig. 2. Two 10-gallon air-driven accumulators have
been acquired for use in a power supply to provide ./
hydraulicpower for the pulse generatorwhich will be
used to drive the actuator hydraulicall:'.
Fig. 2 Actuator with Diaphram Seal
d
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SPRFADINGOF Sl_tI ONF V
R. Bottoli_Graduate Assistantin N. E.
i_ An experimental investigation has been performed
the effects of aspect ratio (height to width at
._xit plane) of a rectangular jet formed by _ nozzle
_camded by flat top and bottomplates and converging
_ide walls having different profiles. Each jet -'-s
-i_ni-confined in thatit flows betweenthe topand
.Iot_m plates after it leaves the nozzle andis al-
lowed o_ly to spread shle_ys.
The profiles employed in this investigation
in Fig. 4) are typical of those used in fluid
and fluid iogic devices.
l_st of the work was done using the round pro-
le Ca) with aspect ratios (A.R.) of 4.0, 2.0, and
0 obtained by varying only the nozzle width. Vet-
and horiz_tal traverses of man velocity (pitot
and horizontal traverses of static
have been _sured £r_ the outlet of the
to a distance of 28 nozzle widths for A.R. =
and to a dislUu_e of 40 nozzle widths for A,R. -
and A.% - 4.0.
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A--ireticprefound only in tim i,T_ediatevicinitya. kound of the outlet from the nozzle. Goingb = 0.5", downstream along the centerline, theI", 2" pressure decreases to a munimum, thenincreasesagain but remains negative.
6. A relative minira_nstatic pressure haS
been found at the edges of the )et rot-
90° _ side ti_e core, Downstream of the core,
however, the static pressure increases
_/_ Slmrp Iklged steadily from the centerline to theb.
/ edges of the jet.
r'--_./2" 90 lJ
\_/. '/ For th two sharp-edgednozzles (p ofilesb andc) complete horizontal and vertical velocity trav-
9" 9" erses have been taken only in the region near the
---_\/90 ° _'_ _ outlet. Centerline velocity measurementshave beenextended furtherdownstream, a_l for the Y-shaped
__/ nozzle (profile c)total and static head. ha-e _een
c. y taken insideof the Y-shaped nozzle.
Horizontal and vertical traverse proz_les similar
• to the ones found _or the round nozzles have been
/__ found. Their magnitude ard positioning,as well as
the spreadingof the jet, are influencedby the shap_.
Fig. 4 Nozzle Profiles £mployed of the nozzle.
A rather uniform velocity was found all across A phenomenon of "ver_ contracta" has been found
the outlet of the .nozzlefor all three aspect ratios, outside the nozzle with profile b.
The vertical travers_.sof the mean velocity taken A flow detachment downstream of the inside corner
downstream of the nozzle exhibit a highly three-dimen- of the Y-shape_lnozzle has been found and the influence.
sio;_llbehavior of the flow. At the centerline,as of the A.R. on the lengthof the bubble bounded by the
one rDyes away from _he nozzle, the velocity gradually successive reattach_,_nthas been measured for A.R. of
changes from a constant profile at the nozzle to a 1.33, 0.8, and 0.57.
completely developed, convex, parabolic profile with
the ,_.argest velocity midway between the two plates, Ph_toKraphs of the experimental apparatus are
On one side or the other of the centerline, the pro- shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
file experiencesa gradual change from rectangular to
concave parabolic with the lowest velocity midway be- This work is being supported by NASA Cran£
tween the plates, followed by a gradual transition NGR 39-009-023.
back to an almost rectangularprofile at a large dis-
tance from the nozzle.
The £ollowing features have been consistently " '-
observable with all the round profile nozzles:
the concave shape appears does not de- _.-- -.
pend on the width of the nozzle. . ,_ =,-" _ _
2. T,he t_aversal distribution o, theman ' _"_ _/'j-"'" !_"' "
velocity in a horizontal traversal mid- _'0 --.-'-S_:. ":.''--_[_ . _:way between the _op and bottom plates ._:. ,.!...
agrees well with the results reported ; : ,
for two-dimensional jets. _. _ |
the centerline velocity is higher \ -,
than that reported in the litera- _, : :. ./._mm_'_'!.
ture for the two-dLmensional case
and increases with decreasin s as- ' i ""_'_"
pert ratio, and the width of the .
jet is less than expected according
to the literaWre. "
%
4. The static pressures referred to . >
a point £ar £r_ the strea have .....
shown that negative static pres-
sures exist in rest of the re_ions
_hore Jet spreading occurs. Fig. S PhoY_graph of ExperJ_mtal Apparatus
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"t'IIkR,'._L S_',ITCIIINGOF FLUliJIC ELIL_Z'TF5 t'i_ese studies are support_J t,v _-\5\ Grant
NCR 39-609-023.
R. E. lomek, Graduate AssistaI_tin :I.h. /
The inilerentili_hreiiabilit7 of ftuidics de- _
vices is due to their no-moving part_ feature. This
high reliability is compromised by the need for elec-_
tro-mechanicalswitches wilici_direct the supply of _""
control fluid to tnc fluidics devices. In order to
eliminat_ the above switches,methods are being in- _
vestigatc_ whereby the electrical signal from a com-
i_ter can produce thernnl fluidic s_itching.
The influenceof a ten_erature-iela on a fluid
field arises becauseof variation of ,.i_eproperties
of the fluid witi_varying temperature. Studies by
Liepmazm and Fila (4_.!_ve sl_cn the t:ansition
Reynolds Number _or air f_w over a flat plate de-
creases as the temperature of the plate increases.
The intluence of te_;,verature on the separation of a
fluid jet from a curved surface _as investigated by
_k:Glaughlin and Taft (5) and showed similar effects.
b_ffortunately) since transition is n_fluenced also by
surface roughness, a, oustic noise, and by the level
of turbulence, special precaut.ons must be taken to
isolate such a device from these extraneous effects.
Less environmentally se:mitive methods are needed.
In order to augment the influence of a tempera-
lure fiela) it ms decided to investigate the feasi-
bility of using a diverging channel configuration .
As shown by NikLradse (O), with increase of the ad-
verse pressure g.adient of the channel, the flow
velocity gradient at the wall approaches zero. S_nce
the influence of a temperature field on air is the
same as an adverse additional pressure gradient effect,
flow separation should take place at the heated _11
of the diverging channel. Investigations by Moore 17J,
Reid (8), and Vederniko£f (9) have shown that second-
ary separation effects occur which are not well under-
stood. The method of switching under study is. there-
fore in the feasibility stage pending the outcome of
preliminary experiments. A portion of the present
test setup is shown in Fig. 7.
1967006732-007
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FLUID"T.Ka_NSblISSIONLINE DYX.'_qlCS
R. G. L_onard, Instructor in .'% E.
The purpose of this research is to investigate
the performance of various distributed parameter com-
ponents which constitute many fluid control systems
and computer models for these comporents. The need
for such models occurs in stability analyses, speed
of response determinations, frequency response analy-
ses, investigationsof transient pressu:e surges, and
in the development of schemes to suppress undesirable
transient performance. These models will also facili-
tate the matching of transmissionlines with the re-
mai_Aer of a fluid system.
In fabricatinga computer model of a transmis-
sion line it is necessary to simulate the transport
delay associated with the propagation of a pressure
wave along a fluid line. Various techniques for
this simulation, including an extensive treatmen_ of
the Pad6 approximation_were discussed by llerritt(i0).
It was decided that a digital tec,hniquewould be uti-
lized to accomplish the delay sin_lation for this in-
: vestigation. The equipment has been designed and is
currently being installed. A schematic diagram of
the system i_ shown in Fig. 8, and a photograph is in-
cluded as Fig. 9. The analog voltage is first con-
: verted to a binary signal which is then progressively
shifted through r.hedelay units, in which both the
: number of shifts and the rate at which the shifts oc-
cur can be varied to obtain the required time delay.
: After the delay is obtained the signal is converted
. to an analog signal. When completed, this equipment
will be a versatile addition to the existing data ac-
quisit_.onfacilities of the Systems and Controls Lab.
:_ and will add some digital cavabiliW to the existin_
Dynamics SimulationLabs. analog computation equipment.
f
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-- _/_ h//_--_ 5, A positive static pressure tins beer.
folmd only in tileiJnmediatevicinity
... t<ound of the outlet from the nozzle. Going
b _ 0.3", downstream along the centerline, the
,,, ,., pressure decreases to a minimum, then
' _ increases again but remains negative.
O. A relative minimum static pressure ims
/ side ti_e core. Downstream of the core,uO° "_ however, the static pressure increasesb. Simrp Edged steadily from the centerline to the2" , 90 i) edges of the jet.
__/ For the two sharp-edged nozzles (pr'ffiles b andc) complete horizontal and vertical velo. xty tra,,-
9" 9" erses .have been taken only in the region near the
90° extended further dovmstremn, and for the Y-shaped
nozzle (profile c) total and static heads have been
c. Y taken inside of the Y-shaped nozzle,
Horizontal and vertical traverse profiles similar
, _ to tim ones found for the round nozzlez have been
_'_3_ _ found. Their magnitude and positioning, as well as
the spreading of the jet, are influenced by the shape
Fig. 4 Nozzle Profiles Employed of the nozzle.
A rather uniform velocity was found all across A phenomenon of "vena contracta" has been found
the outlet of the nozzle for all three aspect ratios, outside the nozzle with profile b.
The vertical traverses of the mean velocity taken A flow detachment downstream of the inside corner
downstream of the nozzle exhibit a highly three-dimen- of the Y-shaped nozzle has been found and the influence
sional behavior of the flow. At the centerline,as of the A.R. on the length of the bubble bounded by the
one moves away from the .nozzlet the velocity gradually successive reattaclm_enthas been measured for A.R. of
changes from a constant profile at the nozzle to a 1.33, 0.8, and 0.57.
completely developed,convex, parabolic profile with
the largest velocity midway between the two plates. Photographs of the experimentalapparatus are
On one side or the other of the centerline,the pro- shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
file experiencesa gradual change from rectangular to
concave parabo)ic with the lowestvelocity midway be- This work is being supported by NASA Grant
tween the plates, followed by a gradual transition NGR 39-009-023.
back to an almost rectangularprofile at a large dis-
tance from the nozzle.
The following features have been consistently ......
observablewith all the round profile nozzles: "_
i. The distance from the nozzle tO where _ "
pend on the width of the nvzzle. ,, _/
2. The traversal distribution of the mean •-_ - • ._ _/-
way between the top and bottom plates
agrees well with the results reported
for two-dimensional jets. " 41 ''| " "'"
3.   str-- of theundistur core ,othe centerline velocity is higher * _ 'than that reported in the litera- '_-'_;_- _2_. __'_m
,_ure for the two-dimensional case _%_ • _/ "-- .-_==!mm_
and increases with decreasing as- •_
pact ratio, and the width of the r
jet is less than expected according _ _ .-
to the literature. , .,%
4. The static pressures referred to "_' _ ._
a point far from the stream have __ _==- ......,, _ =
shown that negative static pres-
sures exist in rest o£ the regions
where jet spreading occurs. Fig. 5 Photographof ExperimentalApparatus
i
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L Delayed,_mlogSi&qml
Fig.8 Schematicof DelaySimul,=tor
/
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• i
a ;-
|._ ........................ -,
Fig. 9 Delay Simulator
i
The ._mthenaticalnd computermodelswillbe
verifiedby cogmrisonwithfluidlinesconstructedG _
in the Systems and Controls Laboratory and lines a :,
control loops already in existence in industry, : .|
Some theoretical aspects of fluid transmissiol.'
lines were given by Raizada (2). Other significan¶
works in the field have been given in references (
(12),and (13).
This work is being supported by SmallIndustr
Research Grant 00669.
L. .
i
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"'c'_'_" NONLINEARSYSTLMh%_ALUATIONBY /
OBSERVINGEIGENVALUEMOTION V"
S. A. Steete,AssistantProfessorin 5. I_.
The questionis oftenasked,"Howmuchcan the
roots(eigenvalues)of tilepseudo-characteristice-
quation(3) of a nonlinear system vary during tran-
sient response and still give approximate but useful
information in the analysis?" Strictly speaking, the
root concept is useful only in hnear systems. }{o_,-
ever, some efforts which have been made to extend
the concept to nonlinear cases have been successful.
Tile stability teclmiques of Liapunov have been used
to develop a generalized Routil-Ilurwitz criterion ap-
plicable to certain types of systems (18). Deter-
mination of whether a given nonlinear system response
will be osciilatory or aperiodic has been accomplisheJ
for second-order systems by observing root excursions
_i4) (17). Although such a determination involves
approximations, the results have been consistently
good when compared to the results of computer so-
lutions. It is the extension of this root excursion
method to higher order problems that is the major
interest here. Recently, excellent results have been
obtained with third-order systems. Therefore, the
emphasis here is on higher order systems such as
fourth and seventh.
a,B 81Cx)-"//
-- _- X
I
I
I
I(x)
i/ Nonlinearrootsare:
nla,nlb- -_l_nl* &l_nl
//
/ = aI * j81
n2a,n2b. -_2_n2 t _2'n2_--_/-_22
• a2 t jS2
Fig; i0 RootExcursionPlot_)ra FourthOrderSystem
Observea possiblefourth-orderootexcursionplot
in Fig.I0. Thisplotwas obtainedfromthe following
typeof systemdifferentialequationfor t > 0:
[¢ 3  f2(x)D2  f3(x)Dx = 0
where
x(O 0k
x(O*)- 0
For systems of this type _rlth complex roots having
nearly equal _ terms, it is shown by Wasta (15)that
for no overshoot
_l(x)dx. _ S2(x)dx. ¢.l(X)dx >_0 (I)
I
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Note that in this case the integrand of Sl(X) could The root plots are in Fig. ii. The sufficientcon-
have been _2(x) or (_I + _2)/2' dition indicates no overshoot for k = 0.13. llowever,
there is also no overshoot at k = 0.2. Finally at
This is consistent with ti%eprevious arg_Lments k - 0.3 a small amount of overshoot occ_rs, and at
used in developing root excursionmethods (14) (17). k - 0.5 there is 7% overshoot.
The sum of the integrals involving 81(x) and 82(x)
representsthe energy to he dissipat_i if no overshoot If we next modify the nonlinearity so the system
is to occur. Therefore, only one of the real roots is now ]_s
used to represent the energy loss term, a(x).
x7 " "28x7 " 32Zx6 " 1960x5 " 0769x4 " 13'132x3
In the above case where _l_ s2, Eq. (I) consti-
tuted a necessaryand surficieStcondition. However,
if sI _ e2, it is necessary to use the smallest of _I "13'068x2 " S040Xl " S041XllXl'
and _2 as-the integrand,and £q. (i) then constitutes
a sufficientcondition. For instance, k may be larger the root excursion plots are shown in Fig. 12. The
and Eq. (I) may not be satisfied,but still no over- sufficientcondition indicates no overshoot at k = 0.3,
shoot will occur. This can be demonstrated by several but actually no overshoot occurs until k is greater
examples, than l.S. In this case the sufficiencycondition
would be too pessimistic for useful app_ cation, but
Given: it is interestingto note that the effect of the non-
Xl " x2 Initialconditions at t - 0: linearity is weaker than in the previous example.
Because of the inadequacy of the above method in
x2 " x5 xI - k some cases, it may be better to use another rethod.
This would involve transformingthe original system
_3 " x4 x2' x3' ' ' " x7 " 0 into a set of decoupled second-ordersystems. Then
each decoupled second-orderpart could be analyzed
separately. This may give better results. Let us
x4 " xs see how this could be carried out for a fourth-order
system. Using vector matrix notation:
xb " x7 A toldB are square matrices which take on different
values as x (dependentvariable) changes. These are
x7 " "28x7 " 522x6 " 1960x_ - 6769x4 - 13,152x3 obtained in the same way as the root excursions of
second-order systems, The nonlinear s'_stem is frozen
at each point as x changes, and a set of values for A
" 13,068x2 " 5040xI " S0401xllxI and _ are obtained at each point.
Fig. _2 Root Excursion Plot for Modified Seventh
Fig. 11 Root Excursion Plot for Seventh Order System Order System
i
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To decouple the system A and g must be diago- example attempted on the Electrical Engineering De=
nalized {16). partment's computer and finding eigenvalues at ten
points, the necessary calculations took four times
Let longer than a _unga-Kutta general solution. This was
also verified _pproximately on tile IBSI 7074 at the
_x = _R1, University's Computation Center. Inverting matrices
and other control f_mctions are quite fast. There
Then should be a more optimum method of obtaining roots
than used here.
" B=I-A_-_  _'I-B-R/'However, one advantage of this technique is the
f°rmedRbY obtain when operating with decoupied systems. If it
If R is independent invariant vectors of better "feel" for sensitivity that the designer may
matrix ,_%,R-1A_will be diagonalized with the eigen- is clear which equation or equations (decoupled) is
values of A along the diagonal, causing the overshoot effect, then as parameters are
varied, the effect may be oredicted. This is es-
Let pecially true if the transfor,nation matrices have
positive coefficients.
R'I_R_._ - W, R=IBR = Z
In geneTal, it is quite possible at this time to
- _W_  _Z//use root excursionmethods on higher order systems if
sufficientconditions for no overshoot are desired.
Now diagonalize_Z. To analyze the system the method can be tedious as
when using the roots of a high order linear system.
Let It is quite possible that a main advantage of this
method would be a shortercomputational time on a
Z " GO computer. This is extremely important for real time
-- studies. This ,_ans that the technique us_l for ob-
- W_ raining roots must be quite optimum and converge quite
.... quickly to a value with appropriate accuracy. It woulu
If G is formed by independent invariant vectors of seem that this could be done faster than a procedure
matrix Z, G'IzG will be diagonalizedwith the eigen- to actually solve the equation. The normal programs
values of Z along the diagonal, available at this time did not operate in this manner.
This work has been supported by NASA Grant
Let NGR 39-009-023.
G'IzG -
Now
or
_1" WIIII + Oi111
_2 " W2202'+ _°2202
The roots of these uncoupled second-order systems
may be displayed; and as x changes, a root excursion
plot is possible. The basic requirement for no over-
shoot may be applied to each second-ordersystem. Care
must be taken in this method since _) and _2 could
exhibit individually no overshoot; bGt when trans-
formed back through the transformation matrices K and
fi respectively, oyez:hoot cmld occur. This cannot
happen if _ and _ have only positive coefficicmts. In
practice) the system conl. _e evaluated in a decou=
pied mode and the results (value o£ dependent varia-
ble for which no overshoot occurs) could be trans-
formed back to the original form. Therefore, not many
transformations are required. Obviously a digital
computer must be used to carry out this procedure,
but it my be faster than brute force solution of the
original different_l equations using _unga-l(uttm or
faster subroutine_ The major time-consumlag step
would be finding the eigenvalues of the A and Z mat-
rices, since they rest be found at all the desired
po t, A of
values such as LLnu's ..._--. requires a sood bit of
time whon roots are close together, On a slxth-order
1967006732-013
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,L'_PLIC_TION OF SWI'IUIIINGTIIEORY
TO CONTROLSYSTS_IS
S. A. Steele, Assistant Professor of E. 5.
As more and more control systems become of a
digital nature, the control engineer requires a mathe-
matical background in this area. This involves ar
understanding and application of Boolean algebra and
techniques of function simplification that in the vast
has found large scale application in the design of
digital computers. This branch of mathematics, often
referred to as switching theory, normally uses set
: theory notation. The two major branches of analysis
are combinational and s_quential. In a combinational
system the output is continuouslya function of the in-
put, while in a sequential system the output is a func-
tion of the previous input as the system "sequences"
along in a predescribed manner. A d.; ,ital controller
for a control system involves circuitry of a com-
binational and sequentialtype. A very simple type
of digital controller was shown by Raizada (75).
Howeverp when the system designer atten_ts to
apply the general theory, he finds it is not flexible
enough to consider all of his variables. Observing
large scale digital computer designs he finds a good
bit of "scat of the pants" mthods being applied. In
general, switching theory is not easily responsive to
hard, re restrictions. This is particularly evident
in integratedcircuits. The nua_r of components may
not be as important u the number of inputs
1967006732-014
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of excessive wiring problems. Tile purpose of this outl_ut sequence which results when the
report is to present the author's method of obtaining table is initially in qi is tile same
an important part of the digital system design where output sequence which results when the
the more comphcated standard methods require exces- table i_ initially in qj whenever both
sire time and more mathematical background, outputs are specified.
Tileproblem of minimizing the number of internal 2, A collection of compatible sets
states in a sequentialnetwork is of prime in_ortance (wherea set consists of two or
and Imi been discussed extensively in the literature more states) is closed if, and only
(19,20..25). [iowevert all known methods require some if, for each set the next states
enumerationand search teclmiques to finally arrive under a particular input are in tile
with tile minimum number of states. Scme of these same set.
methods are quite sophisticated but tedious. Here we
will present a meth=_l wbereby a good minimization of 3. A state table is covered by a col-
states occurs so tlmt generally the minimum number of lection of sets if, and only if,
states is obtained. The time required to apply this all of the original states occur
method is quite short, in tilesets.
A state table is made up from the words of the de- 4. A m_xirum compatible collection of
signer and ipAicates what should happen when a par- sets is formed if, wilenthe original
ticular input is present. A typical table is shown state is added to the sets of the
in Pig. 13. If the system is in state 1 when input collection,an incompatibleset re-
combination i 1 occurs, the system will go to state 3 sults sen_where in the collection.
(next state) and give an output of 0. Some of the next
states and/cr outputs are "don't cares" (the designer The technique is to find sets of compatible states
4 does not care), ]he presence of "don't cares" can and then form a maximum compatible collection of sets
help considerably in simplifying tiletable. To save which is closed. This is non_lly not the simplest
equipmentj it is usually important to combine equal number of states. Then subsets of this maximum corn-
states in order to obtain the minimized state table, patible collection are fou:I by some method (enumer-
However, Ginsburg (24) has shown that using all possi- ation, trial and error) to form a collection which is
ble fixed combinationsfor the "don't cares" and then closed and coveled and will reproduce the sequence of
attempting to find states that are equal in order to the original table. This can be demonstrated by at-
simplify the table will not always result in the tempting to simplify the state table in Fig. 13. ,_
simplest state table. This is because some of the compatibility table is shown in Fig. 14, from which a
"don't care" next states should be clmnged during the maximum compatible collection may be obtained in a
simplificationprocess in order to use the full effect systematicway. For example, the table indicatesthat
of a "don't care" condition, states 5 and 6 are always compatible, but states 2 and
4 are only compatible if states 3 and 6 are compatible.
So_ basic definitiox- which will be useful in In Fig. 14 the procedure is as follows(23):
the following discussion are given below:
i. List the pairs of states which are
I. Two internal states qi and qi of a shown to be compatible in the right-
state table are compatible if, and most column of the table for which any
only if, for all input sequences the such )airs exist.
Input Combination 2 3, 4
X
Internal il i2
States / indicates
Next 3 / co_tible states.Next IOutput Output xState State x indicates in-
co,vatible states.
ql 3 0 -
q2 4 0 5 0 4 / 5,0 x
'13 " 5 1 4,0
5 3,0 5,0 /
,14 - 0 0 3,6
qc 6 0 6
,_ 6 / ¢ / / /
qo " "
1 2 2; 4 S
_- Fig. 13 State Table for _qple 01 Fig. 14 O_pitibilit¥ Table for Exa_le #1
4
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2. Proceed to the next column to the left. Example 1If the state to which this columa cor-
responds is compatible with all members Let us apply this to the table in Fig. 13.
of a previously determined set, add this
state to the set. If the state is not Step 1. {245b} t {13SO} t {14SO}
compatible with all members of a set
but is compatible with a 5',bset t form a Step 2. (40}, {3b}, {56}, {12}
new set including the current state and
subset. List any compatible pairs which Step 3. {2456}, {1356}
are not included in any already deter-
mined set. Do not retain any sets which Step 4. {2450I, {1356} Ti_is is a closed
are subsets of other sets. Repeat until collection,
all columns of tile compatibility table
lmve been considered.
For Fig. 14 this process will result in the following Ex_
sequence of sets (21). Observe the state table in Fig. 1S.
{SO} Step i. {45}, {236}j {34), {126}l {141{4S6}
{450} s t3Sb} Step 2. {16}, {45}, {34}, {2e}, {12}
{2456}, {350}
{2456}, {1356I, {1456} - maximum compatible Step 3. {126}
collection
Step 4. Go to Step S.
By .rial and error and considering subsets of the
maximum compatible collection, the followingclosed Step 5. {126}, {34}, {4S) This is a closed
collection of two sets may be obtained: (12456} and collectioa.
{1356}. In general, this collection of sets is not
unique. Therefore, the table may be reduced to two Input Combi,mtion
new states. It is our purpose to eliminate the trial
and error aspect of thi:, procedure and proceed di- iI i_ i.
rectly to a mini_mra table. Internal "_
State s Next Next Next
The procedure outlined by the 2ollowing steps State IOutpul State Outpa;' State Outpu
and demonstrated by the following examples tends to
eliminate trial and error:
ql 3 0 - 2
1. Find maximum compatible collection.
q2 - 4 0 (_
2. Group the next _tates of the maxi_am
compatibIe collection together into q3 S I - 0
new sets. If the state table is noc
covered, add the required states to - 1 1 1
make up new sets. q4
3. Take the union of these sets. I._ not qs 1 - - b
allow unions which form sets with in- -- 4 - S I o
compatible states*, qO 1
4. In (3) starting in the set containing Fig. 15 State Table f_r Example #2
the most states, form a class (which is Kxample 3
covered) with the minimum number of sets.
Check to see if the collection is closed. Observe the sta_e table in Fig. 16. This example
has been done by an excellent theoretica_ techni.cue,
5. If after (4) the state table is not but is quite tedious and _-ong (19).
coveredp go back to the sets in (2)
and add the minimum number of these Step 1, {cfg} t {deh}, (abde} t (bcdIp {ag}
sets to cover the table, Now check
to see if the addition it,closed. Step 2. {cd), {he), {gf}, {ab}, (de}, {ad},
.I£ the collection does not close,
add the next set with the most states. (eb), (ae}, (ag)
6. In (2) to insure closure, it is quite Step 3. {abde}, {he(l}
possible that a collection will contain
one set with only one state (or a sub- Step 4. Go to Step S. (abde}, (}ted), (gf},
set of the sets in (2)). Keep this in
mind when trying to close the collection (cd} This xs not closed. Go to Step 6.
o{ sets.
w _'f"a_'t_r" (_) the resulting collection of sets is a Step _. {abde), (hed}, {gf}, {el This is a
mximm compatible collection, notM1ng has bee_ gained closed
by rJtis procedure. If simplification is possible,
subsets will be required, collection.
i
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Input Conbinat ion
..
I
l:_ter:ml __ iI i__ iS. il i5 ] ib i-
qt-ates _cxt Next' Next Next I N_xt Next qext
State Output Stone Output _tate Mtput State putput State )utput State Outpul ;tate Output• , I
:ia a d - ' 0 e 1 b 0 a
qb b d d 1 a a a 1
,ic b 0 d I a i - _ 0
qd e - b b [ 0 - a
qe " e - a b e a 1
qf b u c - 1 h 1 f 1 _ 0
qg - c 1 e 1 g 0 f 0
qh a 1 e 0 d 1 b 0 b e a 1I
Fig. 1O State Table for ExaerpleP5
Here than a dozen e.xam_ieshave been done using Another sequence nmst also be followed which must
the aforementionedprocedure. %%]iileit is not com- start in state 2. If light a operates, the switch
pletely straightfolnmrdin all cases, it does tell must be opened. Then if lig,_tb operates, the switch
the user which _my to turn. One may ask, '5',]_ynot use must be left open. Then, regardless of the operation
a computer with a basic search technique to obtain the of the lights, the switch may be open or closed.
minimum:_amberof states?" The computer programs are
generallynot efficient for all types of state tables, The third sequence n,_stalso start in state 2.
and in control problems the number of states in the If light _ operates, the switch must be opened. Thenoriginalproblem is not always great. If there are if light operates again, the switch must be closed.
many states, the concept of "divide and conquer" is Then if l_'ghta operates, the switch must stay closed.
used to form more than one state table but with not However, if li_It b has operated instead of light
many states. Therefore, it is helpful to }rovesome the switch may be _ither open or closed. From now
rules to follow in attaining an equivalentstate table on, regardless of which lights operate, the switch
with _mny states removed. To help judge in difficult may be opened or closed.
problems, a minimum bound (21) can be determined so
tlmt the designer knows there can be no fewer states Any combinationswhich have not been discussed
t}mn the bound. This is obtained by determining the cannot occur in the system. The desired device can
maxir_unincompatiblecollection*and interpretingthis |mve six internal states to remember the proper se-
re find out at least how man).states are required, quence as in Fig. 13. Howeverp because some of the
sequenceshave common properties, the number of in-
In order to show how a state table can be formed ternsl states can be reduced as indicated previously.
:r a real world broblem, iet us look at a simpl_ This eliminates a good deal of equipment, The inputs
_x=mple that will lead to the state table in Fig. 15. iI (lighta) and i2 (lightb_ indicate when a light
A device in a p]ant is to observe two lights,and when operates.7_ether the switcn is closed or open is
the lights operate in a particular sequence a function indicated by the output 0 (open)or 1 (closed). Re-
is to be performed. This function is the opening and fer to Fig. 13.
closing of a circuit breaker (switch). The over-all
system has two characteristics. Both lights will Hany of the fundamentaltechniques employed in
never be on at the same time, and when a light comes the application of switching theory to large con:-
on it is on for a predeterminedamount of time. There plex systems (such as digital computers) are not
are three sequences that must be followed by the de- convenient for use in the design of control systems.
vice in question. In the first sequence which must The techniquesdescribed here have been developed to
start in sta_e i, when light a comes on the switch simplify the use of switching theory in this type of
must be opened. Then if ligh_ b operates (comeson), problem. This procedur_ may be used with any switch-
the switchmust be closed. Now-if light a operates, ing system.
the switchmust De opened. However, if i_stead of
light a lightb operates, it then makes no difference
if the-switchIs opened or closed. Prom now on, re-
gardles& of which of the lights operates, the switch
may be o_ened or closed.
"Th s-=ol  ffoni's  rT  ildingup om-
patible sets until a point is reachedwhere adding This work has been supported by NASA Grant
another original state to a set makes it compatible. NGR 39-009-023.
i
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R, I_asta, Graduate Assistant in £. L. b
Linear t_
This report examines a method of predicting -ile rft) _'>_ elt: _ _hm(t) Second-step response o[ control systems described by third- .u.2_ &: _ - Order
order nonlinear differential equations, Ti_e non- _ k< _ Systemlinearities are specified mainly as being smooth and
not a function of tile derivitives of tile dependent | |
variable. _ _
:,hit.
The method is based on tileconstructionof a
root excursion plot, wilichis the locus in a root vs.
dependent variable plane of tileroots of a nonlinear
characteristicequation. __J
Conlnentsare made on the va:ious possible shapes
of third-orderroot excursion plots and the step re-
sDonse of the system is related to each particular
sllape. In particular, it is siaown that for certain
third-order root excursion plots, it is possibie to
predict the exact value o£ system gain or step ampli-
tude which will yield the fastest possible no-over-
shoot response.
.%dvantages of the method are mainly that the
number a;_i location of the nonlinearities are not
limited, The prediction of the response is not re-
stricted to a small range in_liately around an
equilibrium point. Tlmt is, for the cases in which --'-
the method does apply, if the system is stable over
an extended range, the point of the fastest no-over-
m(_) - (b * e)e(t)
shoot response within t_hat range can be predicted very
accurateiy, Presently there are no other methods
available which will yield response information of (a3D_ D2 : m(t)
this type,
A possible extension of the method to higher-
order nonlinear systems is demonstrated by a fourth-
order example. Fig. 17 Block Diagram of 131ird-OrderNonlinear System
Examples an e(O+) of 1.0. This value can be very accurately
predicted from an examinationof the root plots of
A. Third-Order S)rstems_ Fig. 18. It is seen that the cross-hatched area be-
tween the real part loci for n2, n_ and the e-axis
In Fig. 17 is shown a block diagram of a control from e 0 to e - 1.0 is equal to _he corresponding
system with the nonlinear element f(e) = e2. Tim area between the imaginarypart locus n2, (or n3) and
pseudo-characteristicequatior_for this system is the e-axis.
This point of fastest no-overshoot response can
a3s3 a2s2 be predicted in like manner for all systems which
 ,+ als + (d + e) - 0 (I) have root excursion plots which satisfy the several
requirements outlined later.
The roots n of this nonlinear system, found from 5I. For values of e(O+) in which the Ira[n]area is
(i), are s_own as functions of e in Fig. 18. This greater than the Re[n] area (e.g., at e(O t1.2
plot is constructed by solving for the roots of 51. in Fig. 19), the response will be oscillatory.(Curve
(I) which result when successive values of • are sub- [1] in Fig. 19). h_en the Re[n] area is the greater
stituted in it, and tlwn plotting these roots vs. e. (e.g.,e(O p0.8), a slo_r aperiodic response re-
sults.
It can be noted t/mr in the time responses shown
in Fig. 19 the optimum no-overshootresponse of the
particular system described by 51. (2) occurs with B. Fourth-Order Systems
In Fig. 20 is sbDwn the root excursion olots for
s3 + 3s / + 3s + (i  e)= 0 (2) a nonlinear _ ,stem having the pseudo-character-
........................... ist_c _uatic._, 51. (_), Here it is necessary that
• The name "pseudo-characteristic equation" is used the real part loci be relatively close to each other
Imre to denote the type of characteristic equation as in Fig. 20,
used by Volz (26_ It is not the same as the charac- (3)
teristic equation obtained from linearizlng the system
equations. [s2 + (Z- e)s  (1  3)][s 2  2s/(1• 0
4
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Re[nil Im[n] (_/
-2.0 "_-I.0 ] 1.0 2.0
o
t e
n1
n_no l 0
(a)
k
n2 Im[n]d n2 -1.0- --
sponse occurs when s_ of cross-hatched
-2.0 -1.0 areas in Ira[n] equals the cross-hatchede
I [ t area under the most positive Re[n] plot
1.'0 2.0 Cat eC0 -0.49 .
n. _ ;3 Re [n] e 1.0
n I e
o _ (1)
Fig. 18 Root Excursion Plots for System with Pseudo-
CharacteristicEquation:
s3 2 + (1 * e) = 0 -1._
Fig. 20 Root Excursion Plots for System with Pseudo-
CharacteristicEquation:
e( 2 * (2 - e)s  e)][s 2  2s/(1 e2) #@ d 01.2-.
1)• The point of fastest no-overshootresponse is then
1.0 -_/(2) predicted by determining the value of e(0*) such that
the sum of the two Ira[n]areas from • = e(0*) to • = 0
- is equal to the Re[n] area over the same range of the
o.8-. \I e(0 , =r(O h mostpositive Re[n] locus (Curve [1]). A nt_ber of
._ different e_amples which were worked out using this
- e(t) - r(t) - c(t) - criterion proved to be very accurate in predicting
0.o-- the initial condition for response with no overshoot.
.i__ for t < 0
0.4- Requirementsfor Application
I. The nonlinear differential equation
. , , . which describes the physical system
0 , , _, ,_, . '.:t must be converted to an autonomousdifferential equation by suitable
(I)/'_ I0 (secs) choice of dependent variable.
2. The nonlinearities must be s._onthand
Fig. 19 Analog CGmpUt_ Simulation of Response of _t not involvederivitives of the
System of Fig. 17 to step changes in r(t). dependent variable.
1967006732-020
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3. Generally, the drive signal is a step If the real-part loci have the proper location
input, This restriction results pri- and slope as just described, then the point of
marily from aforementioned require- fastest no-overshoot step response can be very accu-
vents (1) and (2). A limited clasa rarely determined by locating the value of the indo-
or ramp forcing functions can be made pendent variab!e at which the areas under the imaginary-
to satisfy requirements (1) and (2) part plot and real-part plot of the quadratic factor
by differentiation of the describing are equal.
equation. In general, however, the
differentiation results in nonIinear In those cases where the imaginary-part is not
derivitives of the dependent variable, zero at the origin, it is not possible to determine
the exact point of the fastest no-overshoot response.
4. The stability of the system must be The general procedure in these cases is then to make
guaranteed in the range under consid- a slight parameter change in the system an'/ to note
oration, how the pseudo-clmracteristic equation, and hence the
root excursion plot, is affected. In some cases this
Satisfying the above requirements will make possi- procedure wii1 result in the imagizmry-part going to
ble the formulation of a pseudo-characteristic equa- zero at the origin of the plot and the analysis can
tion whose roots are used to construct the root ex- be undertaken as outlined above to determine the opti-
cursion plots of the nonlinear equation, mum response. If the change in parameter does not
cause the root excursion plot to become zero at least
B. Specific at the origin, an accurate prediction cannot be made;
but by noting the general change in the shape of the
5. In the root excursion plot, the pier, some response information may be inferred. For
imaginary-part locus must go thx-ough example, if a parameter change causes the imaginary
the origin, area to decrease, a less oscillator X response could be
expected.
6. The real-part loci associated with
the remainir-g quadratic factor must As has been mentioned above, the plotting of the
-have a positive, or a_. least zero, root excursion loc. is a necessary step in system
slope, analysis by this method. A brief summary of some
observations made dur" .g this work can be helpful in
7. For third-order systers, the al_ys- ccnntructing these plots and giving some idea before-
real root locus must have (a) a hard of the general shape of the plots. A sun_narg of
negative :,lope, or (b) if it has results according to the location of the nonlinear term
a zero or positive slc.pe, ;he locus is now presented.
.,_ust be equal to, or nz)renegative
than, the remaining real-part locus. Consider pseudo-characteristicequations of the
type
8. For fourth-ordersystems, if the roots
exist in the form of two complex-con-
jugate pairs, the two sets of real-part I) [s3 + a2s" + als + re(x)] - 0 (4)
loci must lie relatively close to each
other. For stable equations of this type, the always-
real root will always lie between re(x) and the depen-
dent-variable axis. Hence, if re(X) is plotted on the
Outline of Procedure to be Used in Anal),zin_Third- root excursion planet some idea is given as to the
Order S},stems position and slope of the always-real root. This is
especially true when the plot of re(X) is near the
The first step in the procedure of analyzing a dependent-variableaxis.
nonlinear control system by the root excursion method
is to determine the pseudo-characteristicequation of If the inequality
the nonlinear equation. The second stop is the con-
structionof root excursion plots from this equation. . q 2)2Examinationof the root excursion plots is then under- (al 2 • 12a2fo(X) (5)
taken to determine if it is possible to accurately
predict the response of the system, is not true at an equilibrium point (a value of x for
which £.(x) = O, then an imgiJmry-part exists at that
I£ the root excursion plot shows the imaginary- point. "This informationis useful because the equi-
part locus to be zero at least at the origin, the librlumpoint of interest is usually at the origin of
step response of the system can be predicted with an the root excursion plot and the optimum no-overshoot
accuracy which is generally dependent on the position response cannot be predicted from plots of this type.
and slope o£ the real-part loci. Inequality,Eq. (5), is only sufficient, however, and
it is possible for £mginary-parts to exist when the
The prime requirement of the real-part loci is inequalityis true.
that the loci associated with the quadratic factors It was also noted that if questions concerning
must have a positive, or at least a zero, slope. If system stability are to be avoided, the nonlinear term
this requirement is rot, the next is that the re- re(X) should he restricted to a range so that ala 2 •
mining always-real locus must have a negative slope, re(X) is true throughout the range. Eq. (4) could
or £f it has a zero or positive slope, the locus mujt result from a control system with a nonlinear gain
be equal to, or more negative thanp the remaining real element. An equation which has nonlinearities in the
root loci. damping and gain terms could result from a system which
1967006732-021
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ims a transport delay. This type of equation is next
considered.
II) [s 3 + a2 s2 + fl(x)s - 0 (6)
If the nonlinearities fl(x) and fo(x) of Eq. 0
can be related by
fo(X)
-- + ac - fl(X), (7)
C
the term (a + c) can be calculated. If (a + c) = a2,
a zero-slope always-real locus equal to -c will exist
and the method of analysis will apply. If (a + c) ,a)
the slope of the quadratic real-part ioci will be neg_i-
tire, which is incorrect for analysis by this method.
If (a < ap, the insginary-part plot in general
will not be zei'o at the origin, and accurate response
predictions are not possible. Hence, relation (7) can
be used in cases like Eq. (6) to get an idea of the
probable root plots.
The general third-order nonlinear equation is
next considered.
III) [s 3 . f2(x)s 2 + fo(X)] * 0 (8)
In this case, if fc(X) denoted the equation of
the aiways-real root or, a root ercursion plot, it was
noted that a stable system will generally have the
term [f2(x) - fc(x)] positive. This indicates that
the fc(x) plot will always lie between the f2(x) plot
and the dependent-variable axis. Hence, a plot of
fc(x) on the root excursion plot,combined with the
observationin I) that fc(X) tends to follow the slope
of fo(x) in stable systems,will give useful infor-
mation on the probable slope of the always-real locus,
fc (x).
This work is being done under Exploratory and
Foundational support from Penn State's Ordnance Re-
search Laboratory.
L
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the effects of fluid viscosity and ontrairmlentof
surrounding fluid were if,noted. Results from this
analysis compared well with some experiments tlmt lind
been carried out earlier using a Schlieren light sys-
tem to show up the jet cxlges.
A second phase of this work involved extending
the method of force defect coefficients to tilecase
of asymmetric pressure conditlons in the region sur-
rounding the issuing jet. This involved carrying out
a relaxation solution in tilehodograph plane, using a
digital computer. In twenty complete cycles of ,:om-
putation the relaxation method seemed to be convergin}I
on a reasonably good answer. Additional work is re-
quired to determine conclusively how effective this
: method will be.
A tecF_icai paper is being prepared by Dr. Begg
at the University of Glasgow to describe this work in
more detail.
This work is an _xtension of some of his own
doctoral thesis research (30) at the University of
Glasgow.
/
a_ IP am,b Jh,
- i
N67 1606
,3/SIZE _ND DIRF.grION OF JETS ISSUING FROM
]IVO-DIMENSIONad,ASY_NETRIC ORIFICES
J. L. Shearer, Rockwell Professor of Engineering
(for Dr. R. D. Begg)
During his working visit of six months at The
Pennsylvania State University as a postdoctoral re-
search associate t Dr. R. D. Begg t of the University
Glasgow, extended his earlier work on fluid jets. He
helped pro¢_de guidance to Mr. Bettoli's experimental
investigation (see write-up by Bettoli in this report)p
and he carried forward some interesting ideas on the
computation of the boundaries of unsymmetric two-di-
mensional jets. This latter work involved tJ_ exten-
sion of earlier work by Von Mises (27), Jobson (28),
and Bragg (29).
One phase of this work employed the method of
force defect coefficients in determining size and di-
rection of ixieal jets issuing fr_ asymmetric ori-
fices into a region of uniform pressure. Both com-
pressible and incompressible flows were studied m but
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Static Characteristics
The previous work carried out by the writer on
knife edge type amplifiers included a study of the
static characteristics of a device of a particular
design. This st,_y was warranted because preliminary
findings differed considerably from the results of
Simson's analysis of similar amplifiers (51), A syn-
opsis of the conclusions was given in Research Report
No. 5 (5), The reader is referred te two reports,
(32) (33), for a complete presentation of the experi-
mental results,
These results differed from Simson's in two im-
portant aspects. GairL_ were about three times higher,
and quiescent control flows were about twice as large
as predicted by Simson. In this amplifier, knife edgelocation had been changed to accommodate what appeared
I tp be faster free jet spreading of the po_. r jet. At
the time, the only factor to wnicn these discrepancies
could be attributed was the relatively small aspect
ratio [ratio of nozzle height to width). A value ot
_nity was used in this deslgn. Sabsequently, an
experimental investigation of the effect of aspect
ratio on jet spreading has been carried out by
R. Bettoli (_. 2-5). His conclusions are that t'_
aspect ratio-has little effect on free jet profiles
midway between the top and bottom plates, although
some distortion occurs at these b_aries. However,
there are strong indications that flow separation
Joes occur within the nozzle when an abrupt change
exists in the nozzle wall angles.
The nozzle of the experimntal amplifier _s
changed from its abrupt-angle converging section to
a more rounded c_iguration (Fig. 21). Some quick
experimen_ were made, and the device p_-formed in
better agrumat with Siwcn's results. A preoma is
now under way to investigate the offect o_ nozzle
design, in conjunction with low aspect ratio_, on the
froe Jet profile.
.....---
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the aforementioned outline, Belstcrlihg (34) and
Boothe (xq) have approached the m_leJ ing of momentum
control amplifiers as sho;.m schematically in_.
Charac. Charac. CnaraL.
I
Fluid [ I _al't if i- Fluid
Qi I _ cat ion RC(,
--- .';et_,ork
RCL F"--1 ;llkl
Network
] ]Time Delay ]
Fig. 22 Schematic DiaRr_n for .qedel of .tiomentum
C3ntrol Amplifiers
Removcxl Specific RCL networks were employed which seemed to
model their anq_lifiers well at frequencies up to
1,000 cps. C_,rski (36) studied the dynamics in the
control port region of a pressure controllc_l amplifier.
tie developed a simp!ified-'d-ynaml---_ model for a single
-- control port and _nconfined jet, The only jet de-
flection studied was that which resuited from port
interaction with an attached transmission line duringresorh_nce,
These contributions to the dynamics problem have
Fig. 21 Profile of Nozzle ar_l Control Port Section been important first steps. "_wever, the approach
of :Experinnental Fluid Anlplif-er (Approx. of (34) and (35) is limited to modeling for responses
4x Size) to sinusoidal disturbances ef small amplitude. Also,
the circuits apparently were chosen arbitrarily t and
It is now possible to quantify and predict there is sorre question of their ability to predict
static per£ormance of knife edge amplifiers having size and sha.t?e effects. Curski',." work (36) was con-
large aspect ratios, based upon knowledge of two-di- fined to the'study of the dynamic interaction of a
mensional jet sp', :ading. ttowever, it is very diffi- single control port ard jet. The nature of the exci-
cult to fabricate the deep passages needed to assure ration probably produced very small jet oscillationso
two-dimensional flow. Therefore, *,he flow patterns In all casesp no reference was made to supply ilow
of the spreading jet from a low aspect r:,tio nozzle variations resulting from mean control pressure changes
ar_. three-dimensional and rather complex. For this and to possible feedback between receivers and control
_ . - there does not seem to be much to be gained in ptrts from load variations,
a ..'stematic "black box" testing of large numbers of
amplifiers. The main hope of quantifying amplifier In addition there is neglect of the phenomena
performance seems to lie in gaini,ag a better under- known as edgetones (37) (38) in dynamic n'_deling. A
standing of these three-dimensional flow phenomena jet striking an edge produces a time variant force on
and how they are affected by nozzle geometry and knife- the jet which is related to the shedding of the vortices,
edge or wail location. When the jet assumes a wavy shape, it is _odeled as a
continuous elastic media. This causes some doubt a-
bout pure time delay represe:.tations of the jet. The
Dynamic Characteristics relation of edgetones to amplifier noise i_ now being
carried out in the Systems and Controls Laboratory by
Although fluid amplifiers seem to offer a number J.C. Tamulis.
of advantages for fluid systmn design, there have not
been tony applications developed as yet. The reason This work on fluid amplifiers is sponsored in
is contained in the apparent difficulty of obtaining part by the Hamilton Standard Div. of United Aircraft
appropriate predictable models for system analysis Corp., l_rtford, Conn., and in part by NA_ Grmlt
based on uI_lerstanding of key flow phenomenon and gee- NGR 39-009-023.
metrical characteristics. The author's recent inves- at o. -_ '-... "'_-"_'
tigatio= _ static characteristics has helped to em-
phasize the need for better modeling capability (33).
The problems involved with obtaining dynan_c models of
fluid amplifiers are consiaerably greater. Static
modeling provides a start, at lnast, with pressure-
flow curves which can be determified experimentally to
verify the adequacy of t_ model and specify actual
capabil ity.
T_re have been some recent efforts to model
flui_l mmtifier dynamics. In goneral, the amplifier
is thou_,., to have three distinct parts. One is con-
cerned with how the input portion reacts as the load
ie_pedance on some driving source. The signal effect
is then transferred to the receivers by way of the
jet. The output portion then serves as a source for
driving a toed or another ampllfler. Proceeding with
._ mm
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N 6? 160SIGNAL NOISE IN FLUID AMPLIFIERS
J. C. T_umlisp Graduate Student _ 5{.E.
Work has continued on the investigation of
basic sources of noise £n fluid amplifiers. Back-
ground informationand prior results can be found in
previous SCL Research Reports (I, 2, 3). A more
complete presentationof data, results, and conclusions
will be included_n a doctoral thesis which is now
being written. Additional informationconcerning this
thesis can be obtained from the Director, Systems and
Controls Laboratory,The PennsylvaniaState University.
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Digital Data Results of Digital Data Processin_ Scheme negligible compared to the 0.25 in. existing in the
(Po_ierl)e1{sit_-_Ix..ztrh) adapter used to connect tilepressure transducers.For
tilesingle receiver silo_ in Pig. 19 of ResearcllRe-
In Research Report No. 3 (3) some preliminary re- port No. 3, the transducer was muunted flush at tile
suits obta_,,edthroughuse of the digital data pro- block_I end and the open end correction was 0.30 in,,
cessing scheme were presented. Figs. 23, 24, 25, and giving a corrected length of 42.3 in.
20 of this report are the power density spectra ob-
tained digitally for the autocorr,qation curves sbc,n Using these lengths and 13,500 in./sec, for c,
in Figs. 18 and 17 respectively of Research Report the fundmnentaI frequencies predicted by (i) for the
No. 3, As preciously mentioned, the pressure signal 5.75 in. and 42.3 in. receivers are 587 cps and 79 cps
noise _s narrow ba_l; i,e., it is clustered into nar- respectively. These values compare well with the re-
row bm_ls of the total frequency range investigated, suits of Figs. 24 and 23, considering the resoIution
From inspection of the figures and consideration of of the measuring schemes, fhe value of "L" for the
the lengths of the passages under test (see Research controI ports was someuhat arbitrarily taken to be
Report No, 3), it is indicated that the passages could 5.0 in. which gives a predicted fundamental frequency
be considered as "organ pipes" with appropriate bound- of 675 cps which corresponds to the highest frequency
ary cenaitions. If the boundary conditions for the spike shown in Fig. 23. Fig. 25 aiso shows two other
passages are taken to be, spikes in the spectrum. The lowest frequency spike
at _Dprnximately 100 cps was found to be due to te-
l. Completely blocked at the sensed end flecti_4,s caused by the plumbing associated with sup-
plying and monitoring pressure at the control ports.
2. Ceznpletely open at the e_d interacting By a more judicious selection of fittings and tube
with the power jet, sizes, this spike was largely eliminated, lloweverpthe
intermediate spike remained. In order to isolate
then ti;e resonant frequencies are predicted by odd passage resonance from possible dynamic interaction
multiples of the velocity of sound divided by four effects with the power jet, an acoustical test of the
times the passage length, amplifier geometry of Fig. 20 of Research Report No. 3
was made. In this test the receiver geometry was re-
n___c where n = I, 3, S, 7 .... (i) moved and the power jet and control flows were slmt
fn 4L off. A loudspeakerdriven with a white noise generator
was positioned in proximity with the fluid amplifier
and used to excite the control port passages as shown
Use o2 this expression impliescertain assump- in Fig. 27. The control port pressure was sensed with
tions, one of which involves making an end correction a Kistler pressure transducer located as shown and the
to the length "L". The end correction for the con- pressure signal spectrum at this point was reco,ded
trol port passages is the most difficult to make be- using an electronic frequency analyzer. This yields
cause of the co,_lex geometry which exists at each a spectrum of average pressure amplitude for point A
end. The end correction for a simple unflanged organ versus frequency as shown in Fig. 28, which shows that
pipe, open at one end, was calculate_lby Rayleigh (42) the spectrum does indeed peak at about 700 cps and that
to be 0.6R where "R" is the radius of the tube. there is an additional acoustical resonance at around
450 cps. The spectrum shown in the photograph was
The corrected length found for the cylindrical obtained by taking a thirty-second time exposure. This
receivers locatedas shown in Fig. 20 of Research Re- procedure was followed in order to obtain an averaging
port Nee 3 was 5.75 in.p the open end correction being effect for the spectl-/menvelope.
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Fig. 23 P_er _nsity (Spectral Distribution) -- Differential Pressure In.
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Fig. 25 Power Density Spectrum for Pressure Measured at Load End of Single Block Receiving Tube
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Fig. 26 Power Density Spectrum of Fluctuating Velocity at Point Near the Entrance of a Single P_ceiver Con-
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_ Pressure Trans-
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Fig. 27 Schematic Diagram of Acoustic Te_t Set-Up Fig, 28 Results of Acoustical Test
Using Loudspeaker
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Fig. 29 NormalizedCrosscorrelationFunction Between Inmt Differential Pressure x(t) and Output Differential
Pressure y(t)
Digital Results of Processed Data (Crosscorrelation) was working satisfactorily,it was not the most ef-
ficient waX to collect data for this investigation.
As indicated in Research Report No. 3 (3), there The scheme _as too time consuming, too expensive,
appeared to be negligible cocrelation between the in- and not accurate enough consideringcosts for the
put and outI_t di£ferentialpressure measurementsfar type of data under investigation. The analog scheme
the amplifier tested. Fig. 29 shows the computer outlined in Research Report No. 3 (5) was relative1g
crosscorrelation function £or the two signals whose £ast, accurate, and inexpensive.
spectra are shown in Figs. 25 and 24 (autocorrelatinns
shown in Fig. 18 of Research Report No. 5). There is
insignificantcrosscorrelationbetween them. Figs. Jet D_mlcs
25 and 24 give an indication of why this is so. The
figures show the two sXgnals to have peaks at corn- The results for the fluid amplifier geometry
pletely unrelated frequencies, analyzed by the digital scheme tend to obscure some
basic phi. Also, the model was di££1cult to
probe and ta_trummnt, Attentio_ was turned to the
Conclusions - Digital Schemo simpler geometry represented by Fig. 30. The larger
nozzle (3 in. x 1 in.) mentioned in earlier rel_rts
Results of the above tests and later results was now used and it was confined between two plates
caused a reassessment o_ the usefulness of the dig- in order to simulate fluid amplifier conditions. A
ital scheme. It was concluded that while the scheme photograph of this model is shown in Fig° 31.
1967006732-029
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A series of tests were run with this larger model, found to be present not predicted by expression (1).
varying t1_ Yp and Vo. The geometry was made uns)nnmet- Further investigation brought out the fact that these
rical (solid lines) or symmetrical (dotted lines) as spikes were caused by dynamic interactions at the knife
shown in Fig. 30. Numerous spectra of the type shown edge explainable through the use of ideas developed by
in Fig. 32 were obtained. A number of spikes were Curle and Powell (39) (38) to discuss edgetones.
_ Transducer "
. t.- -" • _1 _i_'_ "j
D = 1.0 in. _ ,.,'__ _, ,,- --
Aspect Ratio - 3.0 L -_ -" "
-;
._IlIlIF'am , J"
Fig. 30 Geometry of Test Set-Up with Large Nozzle
for Stud),of Jet-Knife Edge Resonance Fig. 31 Large Test bbdel
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Fig. 3; Power Density Spectnu of Pressure Transducer Signal
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Fig. 33 schemat_.ca11ydepicts a vor_:exmodel of o
in some amplifier designs, in addition to the alter- I)
hating right-handand left-handvortices formed in the
mixing reg_n at the edges of the spreading jet (which % % _ z t t ,
occur in a random way even when no knife edge is pre-
sent), there is a series of moving vortices of varying "_J
strength formed just inside the kpife edge due to a "hmbryo" / __--_ 3_
"peeling off" of some of the varying lateral jet too- __/ _ 2
mentum by the knife edge. Considerationof the vortex Vortex
pattern shown along the jet and the "peel-back"vortex
formed by the knife edge inducing a transverse feed- _ tl
back flow near the nozzle, leads to the following ex-
pression for predicting certain frequencies of jet- --_
knife edge resolsnce (edge normal rm jet): __.
fm " mfd where m = 3, 7, ii, iS, etc. (2)
and _ x
fd " 1/2 -- --4. _.. _ _. , , --
4H , ,
Vo = nozzle exit plane velocity of jet Peel-}_ck_
k
A correspondii%gsimplified expression based on Vortex
References (39) and (58) for the more usual case (edge Fig. 33 Jet-Kn.ifeEdge Vortex _bdel
parallel with jet) is:
fm= mfd where m - i, 5, 9, 13, etc, (3) for "m" : 3 and "'. The "knifeedge vortex model
mentioneo previously is only rather qualitative,and
Table 1 is a collection of some results obtained efforts have been m_de '; "evelop a more detailed ex-
from some of the extensive experimentswith Fig, 30. plaI_tion based on an :Jticalmodel growing out of
Column VI shows that there is a predominance of values Powell's work with jet edsetones (53),
FABLE I
Table S_,marizing Data From Large Nozzle
I II Ill IV V VI
V° tl Major Spike Predicted Explanation mfd
in./sec, in. Frequencies J-KE
cps Frequencies
i00 I05 J-KE 3f d
1 1540 5.50 245 2,15 J-KE + Line 7fd
130 126 J-KE 3f d
2 1850 5.50 280 294 J-KE  Line7f d
150 150 ,J-KE 3f d
3 2170 5.50 290 350 J-KE  Line7f d
4 2620 5.50 175 180 J-KE 3f d
150 153 J-kll 3fd
5 1760 4.31
325 357 J-k_  Line7f, I
200 195 J-KE 3f_
6 2240 4.31 465 455 J-KE 7f d
250 219 .J-KE 5fd
7 2730 4,69 500 511 J-KE 7f d
300 252 J-KE * Line 3f
8 1630 2.44 425 420 J-k_ 5f d
400 384 J-KE 3f d
9 2350 2,31 945 890 J-KE  Line7f d
425 435 J-KE 3f d
!O 2690 2,31
7SO 72_ J-l_ 5fd
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Fig. 34 shows the results of a series of tests geometry was uns)n_netricalas shown in Fig. 30. The
conducted with the geometry of Fig. 30 where: meast_rementswere taken with an anemometer probe po-
sitioned as follows:
1. C_ometry is made uns)n_netrical-- solid
line plus circles 1. Halfway between the knife _dge and jet-
exit planes
2. Geometry is made s)nmnetrical-- dashed
line plus circles a. At the centerline - B
3. Geometry is made unsymmetrical,control
b. In the mixing zone on the knife-
port open -- dashed line plus stars edge side - A
4. No knife edge geometry present but an
edge inserted at the same position down- c. In th_ mixing zone opposite the
stream parallel to jet -- solid line plus knife edge side - C
stars
With the edge parallel to jet) the frequency of 2. On the centerline of the jet parallel to
the spike changes to a value of 9 fd as predicted by the edge - D
expression (3). Since the source of these oscil-
lations is almost certainly due to an edge tone type These velocity spectra were taken at the same
feedback loop, the jet knife edge model has limita- time as the pressure spectrum,shown in Fig. 52. The
tions similsr to those encountered by Powell. When resonant peaks were only noticeable in the potential
the geometry was made symmetrical,the amplitude of core. In the mixing regions and further downstream
the oscillationsdecreased. This result may be due the inherent turbulent fluctuationsof the flow smooth
to a decrease in feedback flow due to an increase in
symmetry, out the spectrum and the resonance tends to lose it_identity. The receivers positioneddo_stream in the
Further CrosscorrelationResults and Discussion typical cases investigatedwere then excited at tl_ir
resonant points by the fluctuating flow fields at
The waves in Fig. 35 were obtained with probes their entrances. This result confirms the zero cross-
in the jet when oscillationswece present. The correlation obtained digitally.
Fig..34 Power Density Spectrum of Control Port Pressure
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Fig. 35 Power Donsity of Velocity Fluctuationsat Various Positions
Once ag=in using the large model of Fig. 30, neglected. Also, experimental results and appli-
the knife edge geometry was made symmetrical and cation of backscatteringtechniques outlined in
unsymmetrical with two blocked passages positioned References (40) and (41) indi.ate that this fluctua-
ten nozzle diameters downstream in order to stimu- tang flow field will be a very slow impedance source
late receivers. _hen the receivers were of a size with respect to the characteristic impedance of the
corresponding to the nozzle area, pressure disturb- passages. Driving the fluid lines with a source of
an=es measured at the blocked ends had spectra of this type, with the load end block_Ip Eq. (I) can be
the form shown by Fig. 25. With passages of equal redeveloped. The amplitude of these fluctuationsisj
lengt.,the pressure fl,_tuationsmeasured at the load however, much more difficult to predict. The inter-
,*r_were uncorrelatedwith each other. With very action of the flow field and geometry is complicated
small area tubes of equal length inserted into the and can be further complicated through feedback to the
flow field at the same points, the pressure fluctua- nozzle. The only positive conclusion which can be
tions measured at the blocked end exhibited appreci- made now is thatthe pressure fluctuationsare load
able correlationwith each other only when the spac-
ing between the tubes was less than a nozzle diameter.
With a single receiver positioned on the centerline
of_e jet, te_ nozzle diameters downstream of the _o 80
nozzle the true _ value of the pressure fluctua-
tions st the blocked end varied linearly with supply ._
pressure (see Fig. 36). Once again the spectrum of ckm
the velocity fluctuations at the entrance had a _"oO
spectrum indicatedby Fig. 26. Fig. 37 is the ve-
locity spectrum at the entrance and Fig. 58 is the '_
pressure spectrum at the load end measured by means
of the electronic frequency analyzer. The pressure t)
spikes are given by Eq. (i) and the velocity spectrum _ 40
indicates an autocorrelation curve of the form shown '"
in Fig. 17 of Research Report No. 3.
The above results c_._irm the validity of the m
frequency given in Eq. (1). Ikn_er, the actual _ 20
phenomenon is quite complicated. The passages are tt_
being driven by the fluctuating flow field at their
entrance. Through application of the expressions
developed for aerodynamic sound generation, the t I i I i I I , t
source terms can be given by a volume integral to- 0.1 0,2 0.3 0.4 0.5
gerber with assoc_ted surface integrals. While Supply Pressure psi
the expression is complex, experin_ntal results sbo,_ Fig, 36 Pressure Fluctuation at Blocked End Versus
_'_ _at for the typical length to dia_ter ratios fctaxi Supply Pressure -- Receiver Located 10.0 in.
in fluid amplifier applications, higher modes can be frcm Nozzle on
5
i
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Fig. 37 Average Pressure Envelope - Blocked End Fig. 38 Average Velocity Envelope - Open End
Ps " 12.5 in. 1120
20
Nozzle Dim: 3.00 in. x 1.0O in.
10
/_.25 i;I. x 1.00 in. Receiver
coustic Q (Fundamental) ,, 30
12
b1 _2.25 in. x 1.0O in. Receiver
8 _Acoustic Q = 8
o 3.25 in. x 1.50 £no Receiver
4 / Acoustic q - 24
,-I
o /;" _ . "J
. I'
o'._ _._
Frequency kcps
Fig. 39 Power Densit x Spectrtsu of Pressure at Blocked End of Receiver
c_1_ , 10 in. from Nozzle
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sepsitive. In particular, the R_4Snoise could be con- Data taken this far indicate that power jets
trolled by adjusting the "Q" of the lines. Fig. 39 with fluctuationspresent in the core at the jet exit
shows the result of an experiment with two different plane are harder to excite into oscillation.._leasure-
size line% The "Q" of one line _tasdecreased and a ments taken for different configurationsconfirm that
corresponding decrease in .R,_Sfluctuations xas meas- jets, whose core fluctuationa with respect to fluctua-
urcd. Besides some applications of transmissionline tions at the jet boundary are sma,l,are excited more
filtering,no further effort was expended in this di- easily and produce larger pressure fluctuationsin
rection. This course of action was taken since the the control ports. This appears to be associated with
data taken l_Iicatcd that pre,sure fluctuations whose the greater ability of the jet with a relatively quiet
frequency is pr_xlictable by application of the princi- core to take small disturbances near the nozzle and
ples leading to Eq. (1) and whose amplitude is load to roll these disturbances up into do'_nstream vortices.
sensitJv% are generally small as con_ared to fiuctua- Ilowever, low spatial resolution measurements made in
tions t}mt can be excited through jet oscillations, the power jet near the exit plane c f a medium-sized
In order to better understand how these oscillations nozzle (d = .575 in.) did not reveal any measurable
enter into fluid amplifier design, attention was then effect on the profile due to upstream conditioning
centered on nozzle design and aspect ratio. (as measured by the intensity of the core velocity
fluctuations). Only when profile measurements were
l_ork recently completed by R. Betto:i and made downstream (at least 10 d), the jets with quieter
A.K. Stiffl_r were additional incentives to investi- cores (i.e., larger control port oscillations with
knife edge present) were found to have apparently
gate this area. Stiffler's results show tlmt low as- spread more rapidly and to exhibit a more gradual tran-
pert amplifiers can have very high gain, One of sition (lower peak slope) trom centerline velocity toBettoli's fir_ings was the existence of a separation
outside edge velocity. Figs. 46 and 41 are results of
bubble present upstream of the nozzle exit point for experiments conducted with a model having an aspect
a certain nozzle-supply chamber design, ratio of 5. In this series of experiments, the
28
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Fig. 40 Power Density Spectrum _ C_trol Port Pressure
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geometry a_i _,,,::m)et exit velocity wore held con-
_tant. The change ,aldewas in the supply ch_unh_r }:orfurther infor_itionabout the projects
where for the curve,,i_hlicated,additional stilllng mentioned in this leport or tileactivities of the
of tlreflow was ihtroduced. Further work In thls Syst_ns and Controls Laboratory° znquiries should be
area is under we>"alid near completion, addressed to: Director, Systems and Controls Labo-
rator>-, 214 ._lechanical Lagineering lk, ilding, Uni-
This work ts partially supported by X,\.'_X versity Park, Penn:.ylvania (10802).
Grant NGI/ 3f-bOb-Of3.
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